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PART THREE

TOWARDS A SOLUTION



CHAPTER V

THE CONCEPT OF A PARTITIONED MIND

0. Introduction

After having lain dormant for ages, the problem of akratic actions
reappeared on the philosophical stage about fifty years ago. As we saw in
Part Two, it was the debate on action explanation that pushed the puzzle in
front of the footlights again. For eventually, each of the three factions in that
debate willy nilly stumbled upon theakrasia problem: Hempel, the LCA
adherents, and last but not least Davidson ended up in an utter incapacity to
explain the occurrence of irrational actions. They all searched for a model
with which actions could be explained, and they all found themselves faced
with the question: how is it possible to act against your own best reason?
How can you, knowingly and uncompelled, not do what you intend to do?

After the stock period of incubation, the rediscoveredakrasia
problem aroused much philosophical interest. It is interesting to observe that
the contemporary answers to the problem resemble the answers given in
antiquity. Thus some scholars have argued that irrational actions are
unexplainable and hence cannot exist, thereby echoing claims of Socrates
(Watson 1977; Cohen 1981; and, perhaps, Dennett 1987). Others maintain
that irrational actions are occasioned by competing or even downright
conflicting mental processes: shades of Plato, Aristotle and the early Stoics
(Davidson 1970a; Jeffrey 1974; Oksenberg Rorty 1980).

Relative to our inquiry, the latter position is of course the most
interesting one. For contrary to the former it grants the existence of the
phenomenon that we are so much engrossed in and would not like to argue
away. However, taking that position has its price ticket. Admitting the
existence of akratic actions apparently carries with it the idea of conflicting
mental processes, and this indicates that the mind is somehow partitioned;
for only if the mind consists of parts does it make sense to speak of ongoing
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inner conflicts.47

Although the idea of a partitioned mind quickens the imagination
and has been hailed here and there as being just the thing, it is by no means
free from difficulties. I shall discuss some of these difficulties in the present
chapter. This chapter is not meant, however, as a detailed analysis of all the
snags and catches attached to the concept of a divided mind. It should rather
be read as a prelude to the rest of this book, in which I discuss some
attempts to solve the problem ofakrasiaby using the concept of a divided
mind. The doubtlessly most influential attempt has been undertaken by
Donald Davidson. Davidson’s approach has two significant features. It first
and foremost is acausal approach: it pictures reasons as the causes of
actions, and it examines in what exactly this particular causal relation
consists. Furthermore, it issymmetrical: in the end, Davidson represents
mental division as being horizontal and non-hierarchical in character. As far
as the first feature is concerned, Davidson agrees with philosophers such as
David Lewis and Brian Skyrms, who bestowed upon individual decision
theory a causal interpretation (Lewis 1981; Skyrms 1980). However, he
differs from a philosopher like Richard Jeffrey, who has tried to solve the
akrasia problem in a non-causal way (Jeffrey 1974). The approaches by
Davidson and Jeffrey also are at variance with respect to the second feature.
Jeffrey tries to solve theakrasiaproblem by means of second order desires,
that is, by assuming that people can have preferences for their preferences.
Jeffrey thus espouses a vertical or hierarchical approach, in agreement with
Daniel Dennett, Douglas Hofstadter, and Thomas Schelling, who too have
argued in favour of a mind in which the parts are hierarchically structured

47 Not everybody would endorse the statement thatakrasiapresupposes an inner
conflict or a partitioned mind. Terrence Penner is one of the philosophers who defend a
dissident view. Penner tries to explain akratic actions without calling upon inner conflicts
or divided minds (Penner 1990). Penner’s explanation is supposed to coincide with
Socrates’ view ofakrasiaas laid down in theProtagoras. At any rate, it coincides with
Penner’sinterpretationof Socrates, since he believes that Socrates’ theory onakrasia "is
widely misinterpreted at the present time" (Penner 1990, 36). Be that as it may, Penner
(and Socrates-according-to-Penner, for that matter) still believe that clear-eyed or
"synchronic"akrasiacannot exist.Akrasia is always a particular form of "diachronic"
akrasia (cf. Penner 1990, 47ff).
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(Dennett 1978; Hofstadter and Dennett 1981; Schelling 1986).48 Davidson,
on the other hand, does not assume that we are able to have preferences for
some of our preferences. Unlike Jeffrey, he ignores the idea of desires of
desires, although he does take inspiration from the idea of an overall desire,
as we will see in Chapter VI, Section 2.4.2.49

Because of its prominent place in the literature aboutakrasia, I
shall devote an entire chapter to Davidson’s causal and symmetrical solution
(Chapter VI). I will not discuss any of the rivalling views just mentioned;
even Jeffrey’s creative and adroit solution to theakrasiaproblem will pass
unexamined. Instead, I develop my own approach, which is an extension of
Hempel’s approach on the basis of work by Arthur Pap and Hans
Reichenbach (Chapters VII-IX).

The present chapter consists of two sections. Section 1 is about split
brains, to be clearly distinguished from the divided minds which make up
the subject of Section 2. Once more I emphasise the cursory character of
what follows. Everything put forward in these sections is basically old hat.
I just donned it somewhat differently.

48 Cf. Jaap van Heerden: "... everybody knows that the activity of the brains is
hierarchically structured" (Van Heerden 1992, 98; my translation of "... iedereen weet dat
de werkzaamheid van de hersenen hiërarchisch gestructureerd is").

49 The idea that one can desire or not desire what one actually desires is of course
much older than Jeffrey’s writings. It, for instance, occupies a major place in all
philosophy of human volition that takes its inspiration from Aquinas. Following the
Doctor Angelicus, Thomists not only hold that people can will to will whatever they
will, but also claim that this capability is the very seat of man’s freedom. As might have
been expected, this doctrine did not remain unchallenged. Thus Bertrand Russell declared
that we cando what we want, but that we cannotwant what we want, i.e. we cannot
want to want whatever it is that we want (quoted without reference in a Dutch translation
in Kesselss.a., p. 112). And W.V.O. Quine tells Bryan Magee: "Clearly we have free
will. ... Freedom of the will means thatwe are free todo as we will; not that our will is
free to will as it will, which would be nonsense." (Magee 1978, 173; emphasis by
Magee). Furthermore, Mark Johnston, reflecting on what he calls "willing to will",
concludes that such a faculty would drive us into an infinite regress. Hence "at some
point we must recognize an intentional act that is constituted merely by attitudes causing
activity that they rationalize" (Johnston 1988, quoted in Cavell 1994, 303).
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1. Split brains

A couple of years ago, theNetherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
(Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek, NWO)made
me very happy by deciding to support financially my research on akratic
actions. Naturally, I had to fill in forms from time to time, so that my
employer knew how my work was progressing, and I could be sure that
money would continue to be invested. More than once I faithfully stated my
aim: to unravel theakrasiaquestion by calling upon the concept of a divided
mind. After a while, however, it turned out that in one of the official papers
my project had been given a somewhat different twist. In solemn terms, the
paper declared that I tried to tackle theakrasia problem by studying split
brains. I still do not know how and when ‘divided minds’ became ‘split
brains’, but apart from the amusing side, I am inclined to consider the
change also as symptomatic. For me, this slip of the pen bespeaks the
poorly-understood status of mental concepts and their proportionately poorly
grasped relation to physical notions; it is as if a mental concept, viz.
‘divided mind’, was judged to be too impalpable and in need of substitution
by a concrete physical notion like ‘split brains’.

Conversely, the error also reflects the inadequately comprehended
status of physical terms, in this case of the neurological language. A plain
substitution of the term ‘split brains’ for the word ‘divided minds’ ignores
the fact of which, as we have seen, at least Quine and Davidson are well
aware, namely that the neurological language is fundamentally inadequate
for a discussion of mental matters. Although brains are in practice necessary
requisites for the formation of minds, it should be equally clear that they are
not sufficient. No talk about brains, split or otherwise, can as yet stand in
for talk about minds, divided or otherwise. But let me briefly indicate how
claims to the contrary could come about.

The existence of two differently working cerebral hemispheres was
first recognised in the nineteenth century. At that time particular disabilities
resulting from brain damage were identified as consequences of particular
injuries on the left or on the right side of the brain. Loss of speech is an
example of such a handicap. In 1836 the French country doctor Marc Dax
discovered thataphasiaalways resulted from lesions in the left, never in the
right hemisphere; in 1861 Dax’s compatriot, the surgeon Paul Broca,
independently made the same discovery. On the basis of Broca’s work the
general idea settled down that the left and right hemispheres match two
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disjunct sets of specialised skills.
This idea gained widespread interest about thirty years ago, when

neurosurgeons ventured to separate the brain of some epileptic patients by
cutting thecorpus callosum, the bundles of many millions of nerve fibres
that connect left and right side of the cerebrum. The surgery was performed
with the purpose of preventing the epileptic attacks going from one side of
the brain to the other. Thanks to these sensational split-brain operations,
other scientists were able to test the hypothesis that each hemisphere
corresponds to completely different faculties. They presented chunks of
information to either the left or the right side of the split brain and studied
the way in which the information was processed. The result of these tests
was a partial and very moderate confirmation of the nineteenth century
ideas. It appeared that the left brain controls verbal and perhaps also
temporal processes, whereas the right side of the cerebrum deals with visual
and perhaps also spatial processes. In addition, it became known that both
hemispheres did equally well as far as the performance of certain other tasks
was concerned. Learning and remembering, for example, appeared to
continue independently in each of the two hemispheres after they had been
divided under surgery. Furthermore, it was discovered that higher mental
activities involve more than the particular skills of either hemisphere: both
sides of the brain are needed to accomplish such complex tasks as writing
a computer program inC++ or repairing the damp-proof courses on the
roof. Thus the split-brain experiments suggested three things: (i) some tasks
(notably verbal or visuo-spatial ones) could be achieved by one hemisphere
but not by another, (ii) some tasks (learning, memory-tasks) could be
accomplished just as well by the one as by the other, (iii) higher mental
activities could only be exercised by using both sides of the brain.

Those were the data. Neutral though they may be, they triggered an
uncheckable flow of colourful and wild speculations. It was argued that the
left brain operates in a "digital", "analytic", and "rational" manner, whereas
the right side is "analogic", "synthetic", and "intuitive". Sally Springer and
Georg Deutsch, on whose famous book about split-brain reseach the present
section is based, report that they came across the following characterisations
of the left/right specialisations. The left brain is supposed to work
intellectually, deductively, and rationally, while the right brain works
sensuously, imaginatively, and metaphorically; left is abstract and realistic,
right is concrete and impulsive; left is analytic, explicit and objective, right
is holistic, tacit and subjective; left is successive and historical, right is
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simultaneous and timeless; left is differential and convergent, right is
existential and divergent; left is directed, right is free - and so on and so
forth. Judging by these distinctions, it looks as though the followers of Mani
have found a new area to infect: the brain-sciences. It is therefore not
surprising that Springer and Deutsch use the word ‘dichotomania’ to describe
the preoccupation with the different functions of right and left brain
(Springer and Deutsch 1981, 7, 187).

But maniacal or not, some theoreticians have felt the need to carry
the speculations even further. Instead of ascribing to the right and left brain
more or less separatecapabilities, they have related them to distinctmodes
of thought. For example Robert Ornstein, by no means the least significant
worker in the field, identified the left hemisphere with thinking in a
Western, technological fashion, and the right hemisphere with thinking along
Eastern, mystical lines (Ornstein 1972). Each hemisphere manifests an
independent and mature way of thinking, each has its own cognitive style
and its ‘own logic’.

From regarding both sides of the brain as distinct modes of thought,
it is a small step to viewing them as distinct minds. The question whether
split brains cause split minds was discussed already in the nineteenth
century, but since at that time brains could only be split in the scientist’s
mind, the whole discussion basically was about aGedankenexperiment. After
the operations actually had been performed, the problem exercised many
minds anew. Despite the experimental evidence that was now available, the
opinions diverged as much as they had done a hundred years before: there
were ferventpros, fanaticconsand many positions in between. A scientist
who did not shrink from defending a pure pro is Roger Sperry, split-brain
reseacher at the California Institute of Technology. According to Sperry each
hemisphere has a mind of its own:

"Each hemisphere ... has its own ... private sensations,
perceptions, thought, and ideas all of which are cut off
from the corresponding experiences in the opposite
hemisphere. Each left and right hemisphere has its own
private chain of memories and learning experiences that
are inaccessible to recall by the other hemisphere. In many
respects each disconnected hemisphere appears to have a
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separate "mind of its own" (Sperry 1974).50

Consequently, people whose brains have been split possess two minds:

"Everything we have seen so far indicates that the surgery
has left these people with two separate minds, that is, two
separate spheres of consciousness. What is experienced in
the right hemisphere seems to lie entirely outside the realm
of experience of the left hemisphere. This mental
dimension has been demonstrated in regard to perception,
cognition, volition, learning, and memory" (Sperry
1966).51

On the other hand, some scientists have strongly denied that a split brain
yields a split mind. A famous representative of this position is John Eccles,
co-author of The Self and its Brain, winner of the Nobel Prize for
Physiology, and convinced mind-body dualist. Eccles strongly believes that
people whose brains have been split still possess one and only one mind.
The background of this belief seems to consist in Eccles’ opinion that the
entire mind is seated in the left hemisphere. According to Eccles, language,
thought, knowledge, culture all reside in the left side of the cerebrum. What
is more, everything that is "truly human" (as Springer and Deutsch call it)
comes from the left brain; the right sphere can neither know nor think - a
radical position indeed.

In the rest of this book, I shall continue to talk about divided minds
without in any way referring to split brains. I have at least three reasons for
doing so. First, I approve of Davidson’s view (which is also Quine’s,
although his opinion is based on somewhat different grounds) that mental
and physical terms are not made for each other, and hence that ‘divided
mind’ is not made for ‘split brain’ and vice versa. Second, when I speak
about divided minds and inner conflicts, I am talking about divisions and
conflicts betweenhigher mental activities; of those activities it has been
demonstrated (see above) that both brain-halves are needed to exercise them.
Third, the divisions and conflicts I am referring to exist first and foremost

50 Quoted in Springer and Deutsch 1981, 52.

51 Quoted in Springer and Deutsch 1981, 182.
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between systems of preference ormotivations. About ten years ago, Donald
Mackay and Valerie Mackay developed an experiment to test the hypothesis
that the left and right brain differ and/or conflict in motivation. The result
was negative; they could not find evidence for motivational conflicts
(MacKay and Mackay 1982; Mackay 1987). In sum, then, I would say:non
tali auxilio. We do not need split brains to talk about split minds. What is
more, talking about split brains when in fact we are discussing divided
minds may lead us away from the right track.

2. Divided minds

The concept of a partitioned or divided mind has a long philosophical
history, and firm roots in psychology too. Its origins in philosophy date back
to Greek and early Christian theories about divisions of the soul, about
battles among higher and lower pleasures, and about miscellaneous Passions
trying to undermine the exercise of Reason.

As far as psychology is concerned, it suffices to think of Freud, in
whose work mental partitioning is a prevalent theme. Psychoanalysis, both
as a theory and as a therapy, would be unthinkable without the distinction
between id, ego, and superego, or that between preconsciousness,
consciousness, and unconsciousness. Also, psychoanalysis pictures the idea
of a partitioned mind as going hand in hand with the idea of an inner
conflict. As Freud sees it, an inner conflict stems from a trauma, i.e. an
intense emotion the expression of which is desired by one part of the
psyche, but effectively blocked (‘repressed’) by another. Since the emotion
has to find a way out, the two psychic segments so to speak strike a bargain.
They agree to attach the emotion to an accidental feature, so that it can
release itself in a manner which the repressing part of the psyche tolerates.
For example, a distressful event experienced during a rail journey might
result in a recurrent feeling of sickness at the sight of trains. As is well
known, these feelings constitute the neurosis, a phenomenon that will only
disappear when the connection between the emotion and its original object
(the traumatic event) is restored. Thus the nausea prompted by the sight of
trains will not cease until it is acknowledged that trains as such are not the
culprits. Whereas the young Freud regarded only neurotic behaviour as the
outcome of a compromise between two antagonistic mental strivings, the
elderly one believedall behaviour to result from such an agreement. For the
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later Freud, human behaviour is like a three-stage rocket: every action
reflects a compromise, every compromise follows from a mental conflict,
and every mental conflict points to a divided mind.

Although the concept of a divided mind surprises neither
philosophers nor psychologists, itis somewhat of an embarrassment to other
scientists. Economists may serve as an example. Below I argue that the
concept of a divided mind is a stranger in the midst of standard economical
notions (2.1). Subsequently I discuss attempts to change that situation (2.2-
2.5).

2.1 Standard economics and the divided mind

Current economics is still in the firm grip of classical game theory and
decision theoryà la Bayes. Despite the fact that already Adam Smith and
John Maynard Keynes recognised its naïveté, most economists are charmed
by the picture of a rational consumer who maximises expected utility in an
impeccable way. The picture is familiar: an actor first lists all then possible
actionsA1,..., An; next he enumerates, for eachAi (1≤i≤n), all m possible
outcomesOi1,... Oim(n), wherem(n) depends onn; he then determines, for
eachOij (1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤m(n)), its probability value and its desirability value;
ensuingly he multiplies the two values for eachOij and, adding the products,
he computes the expected utility for eachAi; finally he performs the action
with the greatest expected utility. Of course this whole trajectory
presupposes that the probability values and desirability values are known and
can be quantitatively described, the latter preferably in terms of monetary
gains and losses.52

The picture just delineated obviously leaves no room for an inner
conflict nor for a division of the mind. The actor in question is a highly
consistent and literally single-minded individual, in no way torn apart by
doubts or conflicting interests. First, he fully grasps his relevant beliefs and
desires, and he is able to express their strengths in quantitative, notably
monetary terms. Second, he incorporates these quantitatively expressed
strengths in flawless arithmetical computations, the outcomes of which are

52 In the sequel I writeO1,... Om instead ofOi1,... Oim(n) for the m possible outcomes
of actionAi. Accordingly, I writeOj (1≤j≤m) instead ofOij (1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤m(n)).
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the exclusive determinants of his actions.
For some considerable time there has been discontent among

economists about this picture. Several economists have complained that it
represents a product of robotics instead of a conscious and creative actor
belonging tohomo sapiens. Accordingly, attempts have been made to sketch
the outlines of more lifelike portraits. In most of these portraits it is
acknowledged that the strength of beliefs and desires cannot always be
couched in quantitative terms, let alone that they are always expressible in
cash values. Moreover, it is admitted that even if they were numerically
expressible, it does not follow that we may simply add or multiply them
(Luce and Raiffa 1957, first chapter). In this respect, quantifying folk
psychological notions like ‘belief’ and ‘desire’ resembles the quantification
of a folk physical notion like ‘warmth’ as ‘temperature’. If we have two
volumes of water, we can measure their warmth in terms of temperatures,
and record that the latter areT1 and T2 respectively. However, if we
subsequently mix the two volumes, then we do not obtain an amount of
water the temperature of which equalsT1 + T2. Similarly, using numbers to
express the strength of beliefs and desires in no way implies that beliefs and
desires are suited to computational manoeuvres like addition or
multiplication.

Discontent with the traditional picture exists also among more
experimentally oriented scientists. They too have stressed that a model in
which beliefs and desires are not only numerically expressed but also enter
computational procedures rapidly diverges from where the real human action
is. Time and again people display behaviour that, at least at first sight,
violates such a quantitative model. In fact, experiments reveal that human
behaviour infringes an even weaker model. This model is implied by the
quantitative one and it has only one structural property: it represents a
preference ranking, and thus an order relation. More particularly, it says that
the actor is equipped with precisely one complete and consistent preference
ordering among the possible outcomes of his actions. That the preference
ordering iscompletemeans that it isconnected(comparable, total): given
any two distinct outcomesOj andOk, the actor either prefersOj over Ok, or
prefersOk over Oj, or is indifferent between the two. That the preference
ordering isconsistentmeans that it istransitive: given any three outcomes
Oj and Ok and Ol: if OjROk and OkROl then OjROl, where ‘R’ means ‘is
preferred over or has the same preference as’. However, completeness as
well as consistency appear to be frequently broken. Even in very early
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experimental reports it was mentioned that test subjects do not care much for
transitivity, since they often and simultaneously prefer outcomeO1 overO2,
O2 over O3, and O3 over O1 (Tversky 1969). Also, the famous Tversky-
Kahneman experiments showed that subjects not uncommonly violate
completeness by indulging in choice inversion: they first chooseO1 overO2

and thenO2 overO1, while denying that they have in the meantime changed
their minds (Tversky and Kahneman 1981).

In an attempt to account for these phenomena and to invent a more
realistic model, different tracks have been followed. These tracks vary
considerably from one another, but they can, as often in these cases, all be
characterised as positions ranging between two extremes. One extreme
consists in creating brand new theories, non-classic and non-standard
accounts of economic behaviour, in the light of which the observed
phenomena lose their anomalous character. Examples are the attempts to
develop a decision theory from which the principle of transitivity has been
abandoned altogether; we will come across such an attempt in 2.4. The other
extreme is to mend matters from within, and to reinterpret the anomalies
such that they are tied down again on to the Procrustean bed of standard
economics and orthodox Bayesianism. Examples are the so-called reframing
campaigns of Tversky and Kahneman (Tversky and Kahneman 1981) and
the charitable interpretations that Cohen gives of blunders and
miscalculations (Cohen 1981).

A promising middle course between the two extremes was plotted
during the fifties by Kenneth May (May 1954); almost forty years later
William Gehrlein came up with a probabilistic version of May’s model
(Gehrlein 1990). As we will see in Section 2.2, May tries to explain
apparent violations of consistency by eschewing the comparison of outcomes
as such. Instead, he focusses on the variousaspectsof outcomes (in the
literature also called ‘dimensions’ or ‘attributes’ or ‘points of view’).
Unfortunately, as Gehrlein has shown, May’s model runs into the problem
of non-transitivity after all (Gehrlein 1994). In Section 2.3 we will see that
this shortcoming is not restricted to May’s model: it mirrors a well-known
problem in group decision theory. In addition I shall argue that May’s
attempt, despite its failings, is far from useless. For it prompted other efforts
to produce more realistic models of human action. One of those efforts I
discuss in Section 2.4. There I comment on a model, developed by Steedman
and Krause, that tries to circumvent the difficulty which threatens May’s
model. However, I think it remains doubtful whether Steedman and Krause’s
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attempt to turn the flank of the enemy has succeeded. And apart from that
problem, I think there are other difficulties attached to it. These difficulties
touch upon the very concept of a divided mind. I shall mention four of them
in Section 2.5.

2.2 Kenneth May’s model

In order to cope with seemingly inconsistent human behaviour, Kenneth May
suggests that one should abandon the comparison of outcomesas such.
Instead, he proposes to compare outcomes on the basis of theiraspects. As
a result, persons are not equipped with one single preference ordering
between outcomes, but with several orderings based on aspects of outcomes.
Given any two outcomesOj and Ok, May argues, it is quite natural to
assume that a subject prefersOj as far as one aspect is concerned, andOk as
far as another aspect is taken into account. In this caseOj is preferred over
Ok whereas, simultaneously,Ok is preferred overOj. Yet there is no
inconsistency because the two preferences correspond to different aspects of
both Oj andOk.

This sounds sensible enough. It seems quite right to emphasise that
outcomes are weighed on the basis of their aspects, and also that the
resulting preference orderings need not be contradictory. But as Gehrlein has
argued, May’s method of pairwise comparison of outcomes on the basis of
aspects does not, after all, lead to consistency. For although May correctly
stresses the rôle of aspects ofOj and Ok, he cannot deny thatultimately a
choice has to be made betweenOj andOk as such. This choice presupposes
that some sort of overall preference ordering has been made, and developing
such an overall ordering might generate inconsistencies in the following way
(cf. Gehrlein 1994).

Suppose that an agent compares two outcomes,Oj andOk, on the
basis ofn aspectsAS1, ..., ASn. Let C1, ..., Cn representn different ordinal
rankings such thatCg denotes the comparison between outcomes on the basis
of attributeASg, 1≤g≤n. Ascribe to

Oj Ci Ok

the meaning that the agent rates outcomeOj equal or ahead of outcomeOk

in rankingCi (1≤i≤n), or, in other words, that he prefersOj over Ok, or at
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least has equal preference forOj andOk, if he compares them on the basis
of aspectASi only. Now suppose thatX is a ternary function, such that

X(Oj,Ok,Ci)=1 if Oj Ci Ok

and
X(Oj,Ok,Ci)=-1 if Ok Ci Oj.

Suppose further thatF is a binary function such thatF(Oj,Ok) represents the
sum of all the comparisons betweenOj andOk. F(Oj,Ok) is then defined by

Please, note that inF(Oj,Ok) the aspects are simply addedex aequo; no

F (Oj,Ok)
n

i 1

X(Oj,Ok,Ci )

allowance has been made for the weight or the significance of the aspects.
In May’s model the actor will preferOj to Ok, Oj Pref Ok, if and only if in
a majority of those comparisonsCi in which Oj andOk have a different rank,
Oj is placed higher thanOk. In symbols:

Oj Pref Ok iff F(Oj,Ok) > 0.

To see how this definition of preference leads to inconsistency, imagine that
there are three outcomes,O1, O2 andO3. These outcomes are ranked in three
different ways,C1, C2 and C3, each ranking being based on one of three
differents aspects,AS1, AS2 andAS3. Let the three rankings be the following:

C1 C2 C3

O1 O2 O3

O2 O3 O1

O3 O1 O2

In words: on the basis of aspectAS1, O1 is preferred overO2 while the latter
is preferred overO3; on the basis ofAS2, O2 is preferred overO3 while the
latter is preferred overO1; on the basis ofAS3, O3 is preferred overO1 while
the latter is preferred overO2. Now according to May’s model, the outcomes
should be compared in pairs. A pairwise comparison ofO1 and O2 on the
basis ofC1-C3 yields:
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O1 C1 O2

O2 C2 O1

O1 C3 O2.

Hence

X(O1,O2,C1)=1
X(O1,O2,C2)=-1
X(O1,O2,C3)=1,

and thus

F(O1,O2)=1.

By the same token, it can be easily seen thatF(O2,O3)=1 andF(O3,O1)=1.
Thus we have

O1 Pref O2

O2 Pref O3

O3 Pref O1.

So in this caseO1 is preferred overO2, O2 is preferred overO3, andO3 is
preferred overO1. In other words, an agent having the rankingsC1-C3 and
using May’s model for pairwise comparison of aspects of outcomes, will
assuredly run into inconsistency, i.e. non-transitivity - see 2.1.

As Gehrlein has already intimated, the problem attached to May’s
model is not new. In fact it is a familiar obstacle in group decision theory,
now dressed up in the apparel of individual decision theory - see below.

2.3 Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem

The problem that May’s model comes across actually is a relocation to
individual decision theory of the Voter’s Paradox. This famous puzzle is said
to have been first described by the French mathematician Marquis de
Condorcet in hisEssai sur l’application de l’analyse à la probabilité des
décisions redues à la pluralité des voix(Paris, 1785). It was rediscovered by
Kenneth J. Arrow, and it boils down to the following (Arrow 1951).
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Suppose a choice has to be made between three candidates: Perez
de Cuellar, Dag Hammerskjöld, and Butros Butros Ghali. One-third of the
voters prefers Perez to Dag and Dag to Butros; one-third prefers Dag to
Butros and Butros to Perez; one third prefers Butros to Perez and Perez to
Dag. Then pairwise votings between the candidates will bring it about that
a majority prefers Perez to Dag, that a majority prefers Dag to Butros, and
that a majority prefers Butros to Perez.

It is easily seen that our example in Section 2.2 is in fact a
disguised Voter’s Paradox. Only two simple steps are needed to obtain the
latter from the former. First, substitute candidates for outcomes. Second,
regard the three preference rankingsC1, C2 and C3 (the aspect-dependent
rankings of one individual between outcomes) as the ways in which three
voter groups rank the three candidates. As in the case ofC1, C2 andC3, we
assume that the rankings of the voter groups are of equal importance, an
assumption that has high plausibility here (but perhaps not in the case ofC1,
C2 andC3).

The lesson to be learned from the Voter’s paradox is not only that
pairwise majority votings should be avoided. For the Voter’s Paradox affects
other than pairwise voting systems as well. In fact, Arrow used the Voter’s
Paradox to illustrate a far more general point, viz. theImpossibility Theorem.

Suppose you are guiding a group of persons. Suppose further you
have to make a decision for this group on the basis of the given preference
orderings of its members. Since you want to do justice to every single
member, you eliminate any further partiality on your side by starting to work
along the lines of a certain fixed and well defined rule. This rule, called a
constitution, yields for every set of available outcomes, called an
environment, the outcome to be chosen. Because you want your final choice
to be fair, you impose upon your constitution the following four conditions:
1. Principle of Collective Rationality (CR).The group choice has to result
from a preference ordering. In other words, the way in which the group
decision is made has to be exactly like the way in which the individual
decisions come about; both are arrived at along the lines of preference
rankings which are both connected and consistent.
2. Pareto Principle (PP). If outcomeOi is preferred to outcomeOj by every
single individual according to his ordering, then the group ordering also
ranksOi aboveOj.
3. The Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (I). If the group chooses an
outcome out of a particular environment (in conformity with the constitution
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at hand), then the choice depends solely on the orderings of individuals with
respect to alternatives in that environment. In other words, alternatives that
do not occur in preference orderings of the individual members will not have
any bearing on the group choice.
4. Condition of Non-dictatorship (ND). No individual has preferences that
are automatically group’s preferences independent of the preferences of all
other individuals.

Although each of these four conditions seems very reasonable,
Arrow proved that they cannot be fulfilled all at the same time. This is
Arrow’s impossibility theorem: it states that a constitution simultaneously
satisfying(CR), (PP), (I), and(ND) is impossible.

Basically it is Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem that causes the
troubles in May’s model. What is worse, it looks as thoughany model that
deviates from the classical portrait of an actor as a Bayesian calculator is
threatened by Arrow’s result. That is, any attempt within individual decision
theory to model a many-minded human being instead of a simple-minded
utility maximizer is impeded by Arrow’s theorem for group decision theory.
For applied to individal decision theory Arrow’s theorem implies that an
individual with several equally significant ‘lower’ orderings based on aspects
of outcomes might fail to establish a ‘higher’, overall ordering between
outcomes as such. The threat contained in Arrow’s discovery becomes even
greater when we realise that Arrow’s own strategy to lessen its vigour seems
worthless in the present context. Arrow recommends that one dispense with
the third condition(I) and that in establishing a group choice also some
unavailable alternatives be considered. But how do we follow this advice
when we are dealing with individual choices? How can a person consider an
alternative if the very alternative never crossed his mind - or should we
rather say: never crossed any of his minds?

For these and other reasons it seems preferable to circumvent
Arrow’s theorem altogether. As we will see in 2.4, that is exactly what the
economist Ian Steedman and the mathematician Ulrich Krause have tried to
do - with partial success.

2.4 The model of Steedman and Krause

Although falling short of its goal, May’s model is far from futile. In fact, it
gave the initial impetus to ingenious attempts at transcending the standard
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economical approach. Especially May’s suggestion to supply human actors
with several preference orderings (instead of just one) has found a ready ear
among modern economists. It reinforced attempts to insert into economics
the concept of conflicting preference orderings and consequently that of a
divided mind. As a result, it lends support to all those efforts aimed at
stretching standard economics and Bayesian orthodoxy.

The work by the economist Ian Steedman and the mathematician
Ulrich Krause may serve as an example of those efforts. In a joint paper
they write:

"It is a commonplace that a given individual can feel the
force of conflicting considerations, some telling for and
some against a particular action, whether it be a trivial one
or one of great significance. Yet when we turn to
economic ... theory concerned with individual decision-
takers, we find that the ‘individual’ of the theory is
represented by a single, complete, transitive preference
ordering" (Steedman and Krause 1986, 197).

Steedman and Krause’s first step is to finish off the individual of standard
economics in a few strokes. Then they outline the picture of a "multi-faceted
individual" (Steedman and Krause 1986, 198). Like the agent in May’s
model, the multi-faceted individual evaluates outcomes from various
different points of view. Unlike May’s model, however, Steedman and
Krause’s model does not steer directly towards the Voter’s Paradox. I shall
reproduce the picture of a many-faceted agent in 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Section
2.4.3 contains some remarks about the pros and cons of Steedman and
Krause’s view.

2.4.1 A multi-faceted individual

Taking their inspiration from Goethe’s Faust ("Two souls, alas, do dwell
within this breast") and in addition from Otto von Bismarck ("Faust
complained that he had two souls in his breast. I have a whole squabbling
crowd. It goes on as in a republic"), Steedman and Krause have tried to
model a "Faustian decision-taker" or a "multi-faceted individual" (Steedman
and Krause 1986, 201, 198). The idea of a fragmented individual is, as we
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saw at the very beginning, a main theme in Plato’sThe Republic, and it is
therefore not suprising that Steedman and Krause refer to that book too
(ibid., 199).

Contrary to the individual of mainstream economics, who has only
asinglepreference ordering which is complete and transitive, a multi-faceted
individual is an agent who possessesvarious complete and transitive
preference orderings. Each of these orderings represents the various points
of view from which each single outcome is assessed. As in May’s case, the
question then arises how these different orderings are related to one another.
In particular one would like to know whether, and if so how, these different
orderings merge into one final, unified ordering that is itself complete and
transitive. This can more precisely be described as follows.

Let O denote the set ofm possible outcomesO1, ..., Om, and letC1,
..., Cn denoten different comparisons, in this case ordinal rankings onO.
Then eachCi (1≤i≤n) is a complete and transitive preference ordering ofO1,
..., Om on the basis of a certain aspect or point of viewASi. What we wish
to know, then, is whether all theCi together can be fused in one final overall
comparison,C. Also, we want to know whetherC is an ordering in the
sense described in Section 2.1, i.e. a ranking which has completeness and
consistency as its crucial properties, or whether it is just some other overall
comparison.

According to Steedman and Krause, the occurrence of an overall
comparisonC on the basis ofC1, ..., Cn is far from self-evident. Moreover,
if such aC does in fact occur it can take various forms, not all of which are
complete or consistent orderings. As Steedman and Krause see it, both the
occurrence and the form of an overallC depend onthe agent’s character.

By saying that the agent’s character constitutes the occurrence as
well as the shape of aC, Steedman and Krause mean thatC is related toC1,
..., Cn by a certainintegration procedure, INT, which is specific for the
agent in question; thus INT is a construction rule (Steedman and Krause call
it a formation rule), defined as a function on a certain domain. Since it is
assumed that in general agents will apply their INT not to everyCi, INT is
defined on asubsetof C1, ...,Cn. This subset is called thedomain of conflict,
DOM; it reflects the extent to which the agent admits conflicts between the
different Ci’s. The character of an agent with respect to a decision is then
defined by the triplet:

<n,DOM,INT>,
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wheren is the number of aspects or points of view (and hence the number
of the Ci’s). The final overall evaluationC is given by:

C=INT(DOM).

It is probably wise to exclude the case in which either the set of aspects or
DOM is the empty set. Furthermore, the set of aspects might be a singleton.
In that case, DOM consists of precisely one ordinal preference rankingCj

between outcomes, DOM={Cj}, and C will presumably concide withCj:
Cj=INT(Cj). This case is not very interesting, however. The interesting cases
are those in which the number of aspects is at least two:

<n,DOM,INT>, n≥2

and this situation precisely mirrors the state of the Faustian decision-taker
or the multi-faceted individual.

AlthoughC is a relation onO, Steedman and Krause emphasise that
it need not be an ordering:

"In order to simplify the discussion and not to confuse two
different problems, we shall assume thatCi is an ordering,
whereas the same assumption will not be made with
respect to the agent’s overall assessment of the
alternatives. ...C is a relation onO, but ... one cannot
expect thatC is always an ordering." (Steedman and
Krause 1986, 211-212; the text has ‘Ri’, ‘ R’ and ‘A’
instead of ‘Ci’, ‘ C’, and ‘O’).

Steedman and Krause do not explain what exactly they mean by the
statement thatC is not an ordering, but presumably they have in mind that
C need not be transitive or complete, i.e. total (ibid., 207, 228). It is by
means of this manoeuvre that Steedman and Krause are able to shunt off
Arrow’s theorem. For clearly, if one allows that the overall comparisonC
is not transitive or complete, then violations of transitivity can hardly disturb
one. However, the matter is not as trivial as that. For a question arises. IfC
does not, so to speak, join in the perfection of completeness and transitivity,
in what sense can it still be an overall comparison? To see in what sense it
can, let us look at a few guises in whichC might appear.
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2.4.2 Types of character

In the way Steedman and Krause see it,C may wear different clothings.
Moreover, every one of those garbs covers a certain type of character:m
different types ofC’s reflect m different character-types. What exactly is a
character-type? We have seen how acharacter is defined, namely by the
triplet <n,DOM,INT>, where in the interesting casesn≥2. The crucial part
of this triplet, Steedman and Krause claim, is the integration procedure or
construction rule INT. INT constitutes the core of an agent’s character,
since it is by INT that a character becomes an instance of a certain
character-type:

"Perhaps the most important part of an agent’s character is
the formation rule employed, which, if specified, singles
out a certaintype of character." (Steedman and Krause
1986, 212; emphasis by the authors).

There are different INT’s, and therefore different procedures to calculate the
overall C from DOM. Each specific INT-type corresponds to a specificC-
type, and eachC-type in turn reflects a certain character-type. Thus
character-types are specified by certain specific procedures to calculate the
overallC from DOM. Among the various character-types that Steedman and
Krause mention the most interesting ones are thePareto-type(named after
Vilfredo Pareto), theCounting-typeand theSen-type(named after Amartya
Sen). They are defined as follows.

Pareto-type
In this type of person, the overall comparisonC is computed simply
by taking the intersection of the lower preference rankings involved.
Let DOM be represented byC1, ..., Ck, which is supposed to be a
subset ofC1, ..., Cn. Then in Pareto-type persons, the integration
rule INT takes the form of PAR:

C = PAR(C1, ..., Ck)= i=1∩k Ci.

It is assumed that eachCi is complete and transitive. However,C
itself need not be transitive and complete, as can be illustrated in
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the following way. Let DOM consist of three preference rankings,
C1-C3. Let each of them rank four outcomes,O1-O4, in the
following way:

C1 C2 C3

O1 O1,O4 O1

O3 O3 O4

O2 O2 O3

O4 O2

C1 expresses thatO1 is preferred overO3, O3 over O2, andO2 over
O4. C2 and C3 should be interpreted analogously;C2 in addition
expresses indifference betweenO1 andO4. C1-C3 can also be written
as sets of ordered couples, such that the first member of a couple
is preferred over the second member of that couple:

C1={<O1,O3>,<O1,O2>,<O1,O4>,<O3,O2>,
<O3,O4>,<O2,O4>}

C2={<O1,O3>,<O1,O2>,<O4,O3>,<O4,O2>,
<O3,O2>,<O1,O4>,<O4,O1>}

C3={<O1,O4>,<O1,O3>,<O1,O2>,<O4,O3>,
<O4,O2>,<O3,O2>}.

Being the intersection ofC1-C3, C becomes:

C={<O1,O4>,<O1,O3>,<O1,O2>,<O3,O2>}.

In the above example,C is transitive (O1 is preferred overO3, O3

is preferred overO2, andO1 is preferred overO2), but not complete:
it does not relateO4 andO2, nor O4 andO3. Hence the outcome of
the integration procedure PAR is an overall evaluation that,
although it may be transitive, need not be complete.

Counting-type
In persons of the Counting-type, the overallC is the set of those
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ordered couples that belong to at least half of the lower preference
rankings involved. Let DOM again be symbolised byC1, ..., Ck, a
subset ofC1, ..., Cn. Then in Counting-type persons, INT takes the
form of COUNT:

C = COUNT(C1, ..., Ck)
and

<Oi,Oj> ∈ C
iff

the number off such that <Oi,Oj> ∈ Cf

is greater than or equal to
the number ofg such that <Oj,Oi> ∈ Cg

wherek≥f,g≥1. By assumption, eachCf and eachCg is complete and
transitive. However,C itself is not transitive and complete. This can
be illustrated as follows. Let DOM again consist of three preference
rankings,C1-C3, each ranking four outcomes,O1-O4. Suppose the
rankings are as follows:

C1 C2 C3

O1 O3 O2

O2 O1 O3

O3,O4 O2 O1

O4 O4

C1-C3 can also be written as:

C1={<O1,O2>,<O1,O3>,<O1,O4>,<O2,O3>,
<O2,O4>,<O3,O4>,<O4,O3>}

C2={<O3,O1>,<O3,O2>,<O3,O4>,
<O1,O2>,<O1,O4>,<O2,O4>}

C3={<O2,O3>,<O2,O1>,<O2,O4>,
<O3,O1>,<O3,O4>,<O1,O4>}.

Being the set of those ordered couples that belong to at least two
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of the three preference rankings involved,C becomes:

C={<O1,O2>,<O1,O4>,<O2,O3>,
<O2,O4>,<O3,O4>,<O3,O1>}.

C is complete: for any two distinct outcomes, it tells us which one
is preferred. However,C is not transitive:O1 is preferred overO2,
O2 is preferred overO3 but O3 is preferred overO1. Hence the
outcome of the integration procedure COUNT is an evaluation that,
although it may be complete, need not be transitive.

Sen-type
Persons of the Sen-type construct their overallC as a particular
union, which they obtain in the following manner. Let Pr represent
a strict preference, i.e. for all outcomesOi and Oj, either Oi is
preferred overOj or Oj is preferred overOi; indifference between
Oi andOj, allowed in non-strict rankings, is excluded in strict ones.
An agent may have several, for instancen, strict preference
rankings,Pri (1≤i≤n). Usually a person will only take into account
a limited number of his strict rankings, for instance a numberk
(k≤n). Let DOM again be symbolised byC1, ..., Ck, a subset ofC1,
..., Cn. Then in Sen-type persons, INT becomes SEN;

C = SEN(C1, ..., Ck)= (i=1∩kCi) ∪ (i=1∪kPri)

HereC unites the intersection of all the (strict and non-strict) lower
preference rankings on the one hand, and the union of only the
strict preference rankings on the other. As in the case of the
Counting-type,C is complete, but not always transitive. This can
be illustrated on the basis of the three rankings,C1-C3, that we
already encountered when discussing the Counting-type. Obviously,

i=1∩kCi = i=1∩3Ci = {<O1,O4>,<O2,O4>,<O3,O4>}.

Clearly, the rankingsC2 andC3 are strict preferences, whereas only
C1 is non-strict. Thus

i=1∪kPri = i=2∪3Pri = C2 ∪ C3 =
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{<O3,O1>,<O3,O2>,<O3,O4>,<O1,O2>,
<O1,O4>,<O2,O4>,<O2,O3>,<O2,O1>}.

The union ofi=1∩kCi andi=1∪kPri coincides with the latter, and thus
with the set of the eight ordered pairs above. That set is complete,
but certainly not consistent or transitive. For on the one hand it
entails thatO3 is preferred overO1, but on the other it expresses
indifference betweenO1 and O3 (on the ground that there are
indifferences betweenO3 and O2, and betweenO1 and O2).
However, Steedman and Krause claim that the set isquasi-transitive
in the sense that astrict relation corresponding to SEN(C1, ..., Ck)
would be transitive (Steedman and Krause 1986, 212; the authors
here refer to Sen 1970, Chapters 5 and 5*). In other words, if the
overall comparisonC were without any indifference expressed, then
C would indeed be transitive. An illustration of this claim is
provided by the following three preference rankings:

C1* C2* C3*

O3 O1,O2 O1,O4

O2 O4 O2,O3

O4 O3

O1

The intersection,I, of C1*, C2* and C3* is empty. SinceC1* is the
only strict preference ranking, the union,U, of all the strict
preference rankings coincides withC1*. SinceI∪U equalsC1*, C1*
is the overall comparisonC that a Sen-type person makes on the
basis ofC1*, C2* and C3*. And it is easy to see thatC1* is not only
complete, but transitive as well.

Steedman and Krause’s picture of a multi-faceted individual can be
summarised as follows. A multi-faceted person alias a Faustian decision-
taker is someone who realises that the outcomes of his possible actions have
several different aspects and hence give rise to several different preference
orderings. His next step is an attempt to construct a general assessment of
those orderings: the overall comparisonC. However, the lower orderings
may conflict, and it is in no way evident that such aC can be derived from
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them. Whether or not aC occurs will depend on the agent’s character. The
vital part of an agent’s character is made up by the integration procedure or
construction rule. For it is by means of this rule that the actor might derive
a higher-order ranking from the lower ones. Construction rules can have
different forms, so that not only aC’s occurrence, but also its specific shape
depends on the agent’s character. The shape of aC can, but need not be
consistent or complete. It is by admitting the possibility thatC lacks
completeness or consistency that both the vicious Voter’s Paradox and the
annoying Impossibility Theorem of Arrow can be circumvented.

2.4.3 Partial success

We have seen that Steedman and Krause recognise the existence of various
different character-types: we have discussed the Pareto-type, the Counting-
type and the Sen-type. It is interesting to observe that the second one, i.e.
the Counting-type, resembles the kind of person that May apparently had in
mind. In May’s model, I recall, the actor prefers outcomeOi to Oj, Oi Pref
Oj, if and only if in a majority of those lower comparisons such thatOi and
Oj are not equally placed placed,Oi has a higher rank thanOj. In symbols:

Oi Pref Oj iff F(Oi,Oj) > 0.

Likewise, a person whose character is of the Counting-type will prefer
outcomeOi over Oj if more aspects count forOi than forOj. Furthermore,
as did May’s model, the Counting-type occupies an intermediate position.
It stands midway between the Pareto-type and the Sen-type, both of which
can be seen as reflecting two extremes on a scale that measures caution. A
person with a character of the the Pareto-type is fairly cautious, since he
only assigns outcomes their positions in an overall ordering if he has
consideredall the aspects. The Sen-type, however, is less careful in that he
contents himself with the consideration ofmerely oneaspect. As Steedman
and Krause phrase it:

"The Pareto-type is a very cautious one, in that some
alternative is considered as least as good as another one if
this is true with respect to all aspects .... [T]he Sen-type ...
considers some alternative at least as good as another if
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even just one single aspect favours the former over the
latter." (Steedman and Krause 1986, 213).

If May indeed had a Counting-like person in mind, then we may view the
actors that May, perhaps not very successfully, tried to model as constituting
a subset of the actors portrayed by Steedman and Krause. In that sense,
May’s model can be seen as a special case of the model by Steedman and
Krause. But there is more. Not only May’s model, but the standard model
too is to a certain extent a special case of the theory by Steedman and
Krause. ‘To a certain extent’, for reducing the received view to Steedman
and Krause’s atypical portrait of a Faustian actor requires that specific
conditions be fulfilled. Roughly phrased, these conditions are that the actor
is of the Pareto-type, that his lower preference orderings are not too large
in number, and that they do not conflict too much. If those provisos are met,
the actor in question becomes an orthodox Bayesian utility maximizer. He
can compare his lower orderingsC1, ..., Cn by means of a final, unified
comparisonC. This C is a ordering which is consistent as well as complete.

What is the value of Steedman and Krause’s enterprise? Has the
model of a multi-faceted individual been successful? The best, though
clearly not the most thrilling answer is that it has been successful in part.
One of the model’s successes lies in the issue touched on above. For it
certainly is to the model’s credit that other theories (May’s model, the
standard view) are special cases of it. Also, the model fits in well with our
intuitive idea that the standard view is not so much wrong as incomplete.
Indeed, Steedman and Krause state that:

"... an abandonment of the ‘rational individual’ of
economic (and other) theory, far from necessitating the
desertion of either ‘rational man theory’ or all standard
microeconomic concepts, leads rather to the prospect of a
considerable enrichment of individual decision-taking
theory. To contribute to that enrichment is theseriousway
to criticize narrow ‘rational individual’ theory." (Steedman
and Krause 1986, 229; emphasis by the authors).

However, the model of a Faustian decision-taker has some less fortunate
sides as well. First, it is not particularly precise; instead of offering a
specified and detailed account it only proffers heuristical hints. Second,
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without taking too much after the cartographers in Lewis Carroll’sSylvie
and Bruno Concluded, we could mention that the number of human
characters in reality is tremendous. In the end, every single individual might
possess a unique integration procedure INT, and therefore a unique overall
comparisonC.53 Third, according to Steedman and Krause an agent might
fail to develop an overall comparisonC. However, we saw that the vital part
of a C is the integration procedure INT, which in turn constitutes the agent’s
character. Should we conclude from this that an agent who actually does not
derive aC does not have an INT, and hence is literally characterless? The
fourth problem is a more serious one. Steedman and Krause get around
Arrow’s problem by giving up the requirement that the overall preference
ranking should be transitive. But what is a preference ranking without
transitivity? What does it mean to prefer one outcome over the other if
transitivity is not an integral part of ‘to prefer’? These questions are not
merely rhetorical; I amnot saying that transitivity is indeed built into the
notion of preference. All I say is thatwe do not knowwhether, and if so to
what extent, preferring is transitive. Some concepts are clearly transitive (‘is
longer than’, ‘is identical to’), some are clearly intransitive (‘is mother of’),
but for many concepts we simply do not know in which class to place them.
For those concepts, as Patrick Suppes has noticed, empirical investigation
must bring the answers: "often it is not a question of logic or mathematics
but of empirical fact as to whether a relation has a given property such as
asymmetry, transitivity, or connectedness" (Suppes 1957, 217). In my

53 In Chapter 11 ofSylvie and Bruno Concludedthe German Professor Mein Herr
proudly explains that in his country cartographers experimented with larger and larger
maps. After having tried a map with six yards to a mile, and then one with a hundred
yards to the mile, the map-makers got, as the Professor says,the grandest idea of all.
They "actually made a map of the country, on the scale of a mile to the mile!" Much to
his regret, the Professor must confess that this map has not been used very often:

"‘It has never been spread out, yet’, said Mein Herr: ‘the farmers objected:
they said it would cover the whole country, and shut out the sunlight!’"

However, Mein Herr and his fellow-countrymen found a way out of the predicament: "...
we now use the country itself, as its own map, and I can assure you that it does nearly
as well.’"
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opinion, preferring is an example of such a concept. At this moment the
question whether or not preferring implies transitivity is simply unclear. On
the one hand we could claim that it is, for a person who prefersOi over Oj,
Oj overOk andOk overOi is hard to understand. On the other hand we could
argue that it need not be transitive, for someone whose preference ranking
lacks transitivity does not, for that reason, stoppreferring something.

2.5 More difficulties

In the preceding pages I bandied about various efforts in an attempt to
understand those phenomena in human decision-making that are hardly or
not at all explainable in conventional economics. One of those efforts, to wit
May’s model, I examined in somewhat more detail (2.2). May’s model
turned out to be tainted with the vicious effects of the Voter’s Paradox and
of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem (2.3). I subsequently discussed a model
that aims at avoiding those problems, viz. the model of Steedman and
Krause (2.4). My conclusion was that Steedman and Krause only partially
achieved their goal, and that their very method of circumventing the Voter’s
Paradox and Arrow’s Theorem constitutes at the same time a weak spot in
their analysis.

Besides Arrowish threats, there are other difficulties that jeopardise
these kinds of model. Each of them springs from the very idea that people
can have divided minds. Let me mention four familiar problems connected
to the idea of a divided mind, again without steering towards solutions.

First, when we talk about a partitioned or divided mind, what
exactly are the parts or pieces? Are they themselves little minds, secondary
and subordinate perhaps but nonetheless full-grown? Or are they separate
faculties, mental qualities or aptitudes that are otherwise distinct? Neither of
the two options seems entirely satisfying. The first option makes a divided
mind an assembly of tiny subminds, the second one transforms it into an
aggregate of independent abilities; espousing the one takes us to the Scylla
of a homunculi society, whereas by adopting the other we make for the
Charybdis of nineteenth century phrenology (in the worst scenario at least,
for in better cases we end up with something like Fodorian modularity or
Putnamian functionalism).

Second: apart from the question of whether the mind-parts are
miniature minds or merely distinct mental skills, there is the question of how
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they are arranged. Do they have fixed places? Is their relation symmetrical,
in the sense that their status is similar and no part controls another, or are
they hierarchically organised? I referred to this point before (cf. the
Introduction to this chapter). In the next chapter we will consider an
approach to the notion of a divided mind, viz. Davidson’s, which is based
on the assumption that the ordering is symmetrical.

The third difficulty concerns the question of what a person is.
Talking about divided or partitioned minds is one thing, but talking about a
person ‘having’ those minds is another (cf. Nagel 1971). Does it make sense
to introduce an owner of several minds? Or do we thereby usher in the
generally feared director of Dennett’s Cartesian circus? Should we say that
several minds correspond to several persons, and thus that a person whose
mind is divided actually consists of two or more separate persons? Or should
we abstain from talking about persons altogether and conclude that the
whole discussion about divided minds has revealed that the concept of a
person lacks a referent (the so-called bundle view; cf. Parfit 1971; Hirsch
1982)?

A fourth difficulty attached to models like the ones I discussed
touches its allegorical character. It is undeniable that an allegorical whiff
clings to any talk about divided minds, mental partitionings, many-faceted
individuals, multiple selves, Faustian decision-takers, and so on. But it is
notoriously unclear how pungent the whiff in fact is. How literally should
we take the notion of a person with many minds, or that of someone with
a partitioned mind? What is the significance of saying that a person has a
divided mind, or various minds, or even various preference orderings? Is it
a mere metaphorical tale, signifying nothing substantial? Or does it furnish
the mental medley with a physical footing, perhaps in the form of different
neurological set-ups? Or should we walk along a middle path - if there is
one? Clearly, the same questions arise with respect to the notion of an inner
conflict. How accurate is the concept of an inner struggle? Are there really
different ‘parties’ (irrespective of whether those parties are little subminds
or distinct mental capacities)? And if so, in what degree is their struggle
figurative? Of course, the same problem also pertains to Freud’s ideas on
mental partitioning and inner conflicts. Freud’s writings might be very
different from the Bible, there is at least one point in which the two fully
measure up to one another: they both persistently raise the problem to what
extent the text should be taken verbatim. Think, for instance, of the theory
of the id, the ego and the superego. Some readers of Freud take this trio to
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the letter and interpret it as consisting of independent entities; according to
others it is at best afaçon de parlerabout uneasy feelings (cf. Elster 1985,
1, 20).

Although, as I said, it is not my aim to solve these problems, it may
nonetheless be useful to cut some Gordian knots. As far as the first difficulty
is concerned, I take the mind-parts to be relatively autonomous systems of
preference; whether one should consider them as little persons or as distinct
mental capabilities is a question with which I shall not deal. Furthermore,
any talk about many and/or divided minds I take to be metaphorical to a
very high degree - that is the most I wish to say about that question and,
fortunately, it is enough for my purposes.
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